Surface characteristics of chemical conversion coating for Mg-Al alloy
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Abstract: The chemical conversion coating was formed on Mg alloy for low cost and harmlessness in environment by using the colloidal silica as the main component. The film formed at 298 K was thick, which was thought to be the combination of Si and O. In salt spray test, the ratio of black rust on the specimen that did not conducted chemical conversion treatment was five times or more than those of the chemical conversion treated specimen. The film of chemical conversion coating produced by alkali treatment process was thinner than the specimen produced in basic chemical conversion treatment solution.
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1 Introduction

Recently, the demand of light metals for lightweight of automobile, cellar phone etc was increased. Chromate chemical conversion coating was used in past 50 years or more as a surface treatment method of Mg-Al alloy because it has the superior corrosion resistance property. But, it was appointed to be the carcinogenesis substance of class 1 at the pollutant release and transfer register (the PRTR)[1]. In Europe, the use of lead, mercury, cadmium and Cr(VI) for the electric and electronic product was prohibited. A plan for collecting waste electric and electronic equipments(WEEE) was announced in June 2000. The use of Cr(VI) is gradually prohibited, and it will be banned totally by 2007[2]. The use of Cr(VI) will be prohibited in the automobile industry after July 2007[3], necessitating chrome-free conversion[4−7]. However, in the consi- deration of environment, the removal of carcinogenesis and the harmful matter becomes very important matter.

Therefore, in this work, the method to develop chemical conversion coating of the non-chrome type which does not use Cr(VI) was investigated with extremely simple operation.

2 Experimental

The specimens used in this experiment were AZ91D and AZ31B. The acid activation of specimen for chemical conversion treatment was executed in 2% HNO₃ at 298 K for 5 s. The basic chemical conversion solution contained 200 mmol/L colloidal silica (Nissan Chemical Industries, Ltd., Snowed) with 10⁻²⁰ nm SiO₂ particles, 4.2 mmol/L Ti(SO₄)₂, 1.8 mmol/L CoSO₄, and 4.2 mmol/L C₂H₄(COOH)₂. The chemical conversion films formed on the specimens were dried at 353 K for 5 min. This solution was defined as basic chemical conversion treatment solution. The electrochemical system consisted of a Pt coil as counter electrode, and an Ag/AgCl saturated KCl as reference electrode. The anodic polarization curves was measured with a scanning rate of 1 mV/s in 0.1 mol/L NaCl and 0.1 mol/L Na₂SO₄ solution at 298 K. In addition, the salt spray test (SST) was carried out at a spray rate of (0.018 75±0.006 25 mL/(h·cm²)) using (50±5) g/L NaCl solution at (308±1) K. The surface of the coated film was observed by SEM equipped with EDX.

3 Results and discussion

The surface morphology, elements distribution and EDX spectrum of the specimen after the chemical conversion treatment in basic condition are shown in Fig.1. The molar ratios of elements (mean values) in coating are O 78.64%, Si 2.56%, Mg 17.07%, Al 1.64%, and Zn 0.09%. The white part(A) on the coating at SEM photograph contains O 91.07%, Si 3.56%, Mg 4.82%,
and Al 0.54%. Especially, the contents of Mg and Al are little, and those of O and Si are dominate. Mg 23.75%, Al 3.33%, O 70.79%, Si 1.70% are included in crack parts(B), and the Mg and Al are the main components. It is ascertained that the combination of Si and O contains mainly in the chemical conversion coating; also the Mg, Al and OH are included simultaneously.

Fig. 2 shows the effect of immersion time on surface morphology of specimen formed in basic chemical conversion treatment solution. The surface film formed at 60 s is not complete since scratch can be seen on the surface. The film formed at immersion time of 90~180 s does not change largely. However, the combination part of Si and O (white color parts) in 90 s is wide, and the formed film is thick. On the other hand, the film formed after immersion for 300 s becomes rough. The reason is thought that the quantity of film formed with increasing immersion time is smaller than that of dissolution by activation reaction.

The pickling with nitric acid can remove the surface deterioration layer of magnesium alloy, the hydroxide and the oxide, so the surface of Mg alloy is activated. Then, the pretreatment for die-cast specimen concerns alkali treatment and sealing effect by hot water. KOH alkaline solution of pH 10 was prepared; and the specimen was produced with Process (1) (Alkali cleaning→hot water washing→nitric acid activation→distilled water washing→silica type chemical conversion treatment→hot water washing→warm air drying), Process (2) (Alkali cleaning→distilled water washing→nitric acid activation→distilled water washing→silica type chemical conversion treatment→distilled water washing→warm air drying), Process (3) (Nitric acid activation→distilled water washing→alkali cleaning→distilled water washing→silica type chemical conversion treatment→distilled water washing→warm air drying), and Process (4) (Nitric acid activation→distilled water washing→silica type chemical conversion treatment→distilled water washing→hot water immersion for 10 min at 100 ºC→warm air drying).

Fig. 1 SEM and EDX results after standard chemical conversion treatment: (a) Surface morphology; (b) Mg distribution; (c) Al distribution; (d) Si distribution; (e) O distribution; (f) Zn distribution; (g) EDX spectrum.
SEM photographs of specimen surface produced from alkali treatment Process (1)–(3) are shown in Fig. 3. The combination of Si and O (white parts) on the surface of chemical conversion coating (Fig. 3(a)) which is produced by alkali treatment before the activation in the nitric acid is dispersed compared with chemical conversion coating produced in basic conditions (Fig. 3(c)). On the surface of chemical conversion coating formed from Process (1), the microcracks are fine and uniform. The microcracks in specimen surface formed by

![Fig. 2 Effect of immersion time on morphology of specimen formed in standard chemical conversion solution: (a) 60 s; (b) 90 s; (c) 150 s; (d) 180 s; (e) 300 s](image)

![Fig. 3 SEM photographs of specimens produced by different processes: (a) Process (1); (b) Process (2); (c) Process (3) (standard process)](image)
Process (2) are larger compared with that by Process (1). It is thought that the magnesium alloy is unevenly dissolved since standard process (Process (3)) is activated, and the hydroxide film on the surface by alkali treatment is formed. Fig. 4 shows the anodic polarization curves of the chemical conversion coating formed in basic condition, and Process (1), (2), (3). The potential with the increase of anodic current decreases in comparison with that in basic treatment condition. The Process (1) among various conditions is slightly high, but corrosion resistance does not improve. The microcracks in the film formed on the surface by anodizing of the magnesium alloy were sealed by hot water [8–10]. In the same way, sealing treatment was conducted after chemical conversion treatment to bury microcracks. It is thought that the hydration oxide is formed by the hydration reaction with the film, and the volume of the film expands [11]. Then, the Process (4) by hot water was carried out after chemical conversion treatment process in basic condition.

The SEM photograph, and EDX cross-section analysis of the specimen surface produced by Process (4), are shown in Fig. 5. It is seen that the microcracks of the specimen surface after the hot water treatment became fine in comparison with the specimen produced in basic solution condition. From the result of EDX analysis, the chemical conversion coating formed by Process (4) became thinner than the chemical conversion coating (2–3 μm) produced under basic chemical conversion.
treatment solution condition. Furthermore, the
distribution of chemical composition was very irregular.
It is thought that the adhesion between the chemical
conversion coating and the base metal is deteriorated
because hot water makes microcracks dissolve in the
silica type chemical conversion coating. In the anodic
polarization experiment, the corrosion resistance in
sealing by hot water after chemical conversion treatment
in basic condition gets worse than that in basic condition.

Fig.6 shows the morphologies of salt spray test of
chemical conversion coating on AZ91D formed in
various solution conditions. Each specimen after salt
spray test for 10, 48, 96 h was washed, dried, and
observed. The surface of specimen of only polishing
(Fig.6(a)) formed the black rust and the white rust after
the salt spray test for 10 h. The corrosion range expanded
with time increasing. Simultaneously it cannot judge that
the filamentous rust exists clearly until 10 h. The black
filamentous rust appeared at 48 h, and the rust grew with
time increasing. The area ratio of the black rust to whole
specimen area appeared to be 27.95% after 10 h, 33.84%
after 48 h, and 43.61% after 96 h. The specimen
produced under basic chemical conversion treatment
condition (Fig.6(b)) showed the rust on the surface after
salt spray test for 10 h. The filamentous rust grew with
salt spraying time increasing. The area ratios of the black
rust after 10, 48, and 96 h were 1.57%, 6.24% and 9.62%,
respectively. The white rust could not be verified almost.
In alkali treatment process, the specimen of Process (1)
had the similar appearance color to the specimen
produced at standard condition. After the salt spraying
test for 10 h, the black filamentous rust grew gradually

![Fig.6 Morphologies of chemical conversion coating after salt spray test (white color on whole surface, black filamentous): (a) After polishing only; (b) Under standard condition; (c) By coating in alkali treatment; (d) In hot water](image-url)
and the area ratios were 1.03% for 48 h and 3.66% for 96 h, respectively. And also, the specimens of Process (2), (3) and hot water treatment had the similar appearance color to the specimen produced in standard condition. In Process (2), the black filamentous rust generated after 10 h was 1.69%, 2.88% after 48 h, and 3.90% after 96 h. In Process (3), the black filamentous rust produced after 10 h occupied 0.72% of the total area, 1.63% after 48 h, and 2.74% after 96 h. The area ratio of the filamentous black rust on film produced by alkali treatment was almost the same. It was decreased compared with that of chemical conversion coating produced in standard condition. In Process (4), the black filamentous rust after the salt spraying test for 10 h occupied 2.66% of the total area, 4.46% for 48 h, 8.92% for 96 h. The filamentous rust was almost the same as film produced in standard condition. The ratio of black rust on specimen which did not conduct chemical conversion treatment was five times or more than that of chemical conversion treated specimen. The specimens of the Process (1), (2) and (3) which executed alkaline treatment have almost similar corrosion-resistant quality, while the specimen of the Process (3) after salt spray test for 96 h shows the lowest ratio of black rust.

In salt spray test of AZ31B specimen, for only polishing specimen, the surface was corroded extensively after salt spraying test for 24 h, and the area of rust occupied 74% of the whole surface. While, the filamentous rust on the specimen chemical conversion treated in standard conditions occupied 34% of the whole surface. For only polishing specimen, the area of corrosion after the salt spraying test of 48 h was 72%, and the appearance of rust changed a little. The corrosion product during salt spraying test was already flow because the adhesion between the corrosion product and the base metal becomes worse. The possibility of being let flow with the corrosion product is high.

4 Conclusions

From the anodic polarization experiment result, the corrosion resistance of Mg alloy by sealing in hot water after chemical conversion treatment in standard condition get worse than that in standard condition only. The area ratio of black rust of specimen, which did not conduct chemical conversion treatment in salt spray test, was five times or more than that of chemical conversion treated specimen. The film of chemical conversion coating produced by alkali treatment process is thinner than that of the specimen produced in standard chemical conversion treatment solution.
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